BE FIRST TO MAKE IT AND FIRST TO MARKET
Today’s consumers in the Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG) & Retail industry are no longer concerned with just
product quality and price, they now want to be part of a collaborative product experience. When a brand or
retailer fails to deliver on these expectations, consumers will move on. As a result, CPG product lifecycles are
getting shorter. Leading CPG and Retail companies are leveraging digital solutions to deliver innovation from
concept to consumer with extraordinary speed to delight consumers and drive sustainable business growth.
At Dassault Systèmes, we believe the virtual world extends and improves the real world. That means a virtual
experience twin can be used to simulate what is likely to happen in the future. It allows for testing, analyzing
and understanding of ideas, products and processes that couldn’t be done in the real world. In this way, decisions
can be made faster, saving valuable time, money and effort.
The innovations that work are the result of collaboration between teams of scientists, engineers, designers,
consumers, marketers, planners, external agencies, etc. The Dassault Systèmes 3DEXPERIENCE® platform is
the only digital innovation platform that can dissolve the silos between departments, streamline processes, and
enables fast and smart decision making so that you can create your future growth.

DASSAULT SYSTÈMES
3DEXPERIENCE PLATFORM
powers the consumers’ experiences that worldwide innovative
companies in the Consumer Packaged Goods and Retail industry
bring to life each year.

WHAT DO YOUR CONSUMERS VALUE THE MOST?
Connect
with the
brands I
care about

Better
shopping
experience

Meet value
expectations

Improved
product
experience

Safe for
my family
and planet

WHAT DO YOU AS A COMPANY VALUE THE MOST?
Organic
growth
and profit

Delight the
consumer

Speed and
quality in
global
markets

Retailerbrand
partnerships

Sustainability

DELIVER BETTER, FASTER, SMARTER INNOVATION
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PERFECT LOGISTICS
Solve your unique business planning
challenges with planning optimization
tools which incorporate everything from
manufacturing planning & scheduling
through logistics routing and dispatching

PERFECT
PRODUCT STAGING
Create impressive digital marketing
assets, visuals, animations and deliver
personalized product experiences that
resonate with consumers
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PERFECT LAB
Transition to digital data to accelerate
experiment productivity, reduce
compliance risk and accelerate
innovative ideas

PERFECT
PRODUCTION
Gain maximum visibility across your
network of manufacturing facilities to
have the control and synchronization
you need for operational excellence
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PERFECT PACKAGE
Create breakthrough designs in less time
with fully integrated 3D design and
simulation applications

PERFECT
FORMULATION
Institute a design for cost approach
with real-time regulatory guidance
to discover product formulations that
meet cost objectives and are compliant

Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE Company, is a catalyst for human progress. We provide business and people with collaborative
virtual environments to imagine sustainable innovations. By creating ‘virtual experience twins’ of the real world with our 3DEXPERIENCE
platform and applications, our customers push the boundaries of innovation, learning and production.
Dassault Systèmes’ 20,000 employees are bringing value to more than 270,000 customers of all sizes, in all industries, in more than
140 countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.
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Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving 11 industries,
and provides a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.

